Patio and French
Doors
Product Information
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Patio Doors
Spectus Patio doors are a versatile option and
ideal for both conservatories and porches.
The handle and locking system provides
improved aesthetics and security through
outward opposing hooks which prevent the
leaf from being lifted from its frame.
Post co-extruded sashes result in an easier,
faster, cost efficient solution.

Product features at a glance
 Available in two, three
or four pane options
providing choice in the
door style available
 Optional mechanical
outer frame allows outer
frame to be flat packed
for easier transportation
 Dedicated frame coupler
 High security four hook
locking mechanism
 Purpose designed
Midrail provides the
ability to incorporate a
letter box
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 Smooth sliding action,
the doors can be fitted to
the inside or outside
 A wide range of colour,
woodgrain and metallic
foil finishes available
 Compatibility across all
Spectus product range,
ensures consistency in
design, installation and
finish
 10 year guarantee

French Doors
Spectus French doors are a style alternative
to Patio doors and a great way to fully open up
a room to provide additional light and space.
Product features at a glance
 A choice of a traditional
and slimline Bevelled
frame or the sleek,
contemporary and
curved Ovolo frame
 Double and Triple
glazing options providing
thermal and sound
insulation
 PCE concealed gaskets
provide a superior seal
for improved weathering
protection
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 Choice of inward or
outward opening doors
 Unlimited hardware
choice and vast range of
ancillary products
 A wide range of colour,
woodgrain and metallic
foil finishes available
 Optional Aluminium low
thresholds for disabled
access
 10 year guarantee

If you require any further help or assistance please
contact your dedicated supplier below:
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